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I believe in the music which you sing
I believe in the magic which you bring
and even though
they say it's just a show
I believe you speak the truth
for those of us alone
The Warrior-Allen Mercier
They were screaming for him that night- Screaming their lungs
raw til) their voices were shrill and stretched like taffy, Their tears
could have floated a boat; their clapping could have crashed the
walls of Jericho. I can't imagine how many parents must have
wondered when the children came home from that concert raving,
their faces stained with tears, their hands red and sore from clapping,
their nerves torn and frayed by the excitement.
How he played that night! So good they were dancing in the
aisles, hugging each other and feeling so fine that nothing could
have brought them down. The smoke from the pipes and roaches,
joints and turkeys was like a cloud that everyone could bounce upon.
That night they were riding on an endless wave. A wave that carried
them from one edge of the ocean to a distant shore, exotic and un-
known. Somewhere they could only reach through him, and his
mUSIC.
Allen Mercier was a god that night. He plucked a bit of Brando,
Christ, Napoleon, and ever Lucifer from the universe and showed it
to them. He strutted and wiggled, kneeled and prayed to them,
electrified them with his fantastic musicianship, transfixed them with
his lullaby voice.
There were 40,000 kids crammed into that little auditorium. All
of them carne out in shock, and in love with Allen Mercier. They
dreamed they might meet him at a party. They envisioned the day
they met him on the street and he just smiled and said in that gentle
Georgia accent, "Why don't y'all come over and we'll smoke a little
and listen to some good jams."
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Allen was born in little McCaysville, Georgia, in the same year
Harry Truman decided Douglas MacArthur wasn't suited for the
Korean \Var. His father was a civil engineer with the power company;
his mother a piano teacher in the high school. His twin brother Tom
was the star quarterback for Georgia in the Peach Bowl; his older
sister Peggy an accomplished. and. recognized artist in New York. But
this biography business is so black and while. It doesn't tell you the
secrets that were swirling around in his head when he disappeared
into the Georgia wilderness for two weeks without even leaving a
note to his anxious, fearful parents. It doesn't explain why he quit
the University of Georgia and took off to New York to live in roach·
infested apartments and subsist on beans and powdered milk.
The money he did make carne from studio work, and from pan-
handling on the street, neither of which brought in much to live on.
New York was a disaster altogether. The winter hurt his health; the
struggling strained his nerves. In the spring he wound up in one of
the 'modern' clinics trying to shake off the bad effects of some nasty
dope he hit.
After he was released, he headed for California and dreams of
success and sunshine. He only found the sunshine. Los Angeles is not
a friendly town if you're alone and unready for its ways. He tried
hard to get an "in" with the recording companies; but nothing, not
even the traffic signs, paid attention to his presence. So he packed his
suitcase again, and this time headed for the Canadian Rockies. He
never made it. A stop in Seattle introduced him to some old friends
from New York and a short job as a milk deliverer for a vending
company. But things were changing down the coast.
That summer his luck returned. Friends back in L.A. were
f,orrning a band and needed a piano player. Allen fit the bill and
Sweatshop started spinning. A few hits later, Allen was a minor
name on the scene, known for his songs rather than his singing.
But now his Io t, . h doorv anc 1. . .. 0 was In t e , d he needed only a s rove to
push 111111 mto the limelight.
".The push which opened the door was the Pt. Reyes Music
I'estival two years aa Y h 1 . .. 'bO. ou remem er t re scenes Irom the movies.
rnazazme . I· ,
I
, ,"," S, anc SlX 0 clock news shows: 300000 kids carnp ing on
.t iat scenic shoreli listeni . ' ., bne, lstenmg to their gods of rock mUSlC. I'hree
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days of pot smoking and pill popping, nude swimming and group
lovemaking, three days of rock music and joyful celebration.
Allen was the final act on the second night. It was really late,
and everyone seemed drained of energy and will as they listened to
the set before his. But they caught fire almost immediately when he
sang his Universal Suite for the Stars. That night had to be one of the
most beautiful ever. The stars were like sequins on a velvet rope; the
moon like a diamond pendant-and with Allen were 300,000 sailing
off to another galaxy.
The news media grabbed his performance. They showed the
world the scene when thousands of fans swarmed the stage and carried
him upon their shoulders as a new hero. \Vithin weeks he was the
hottest, highest, most blazing figure in the music world. I remember
going to a record store in Dayton and seeing his records gobbled up
off the shelf within an hour of release.
It wasn't just a promotion trick either. Allen had talent, real
talent that everyone could see. The fat cats who had sat back, their
noses turned up listening to the Philharmonic play Mozart, suddenly
were standing. He was on top, because as Ezra Pound had said,
"He was good."
But what about Allen? \Vhen the changes came. \Vhen the world
was showing him with ovations. Where was Allen?
The answer: he was back in the mountains, living as peacefully
and unnoticeably as possible. He was tinkering with his motorcycle,
and writing music that was getting further and further into a sur-
realistic texture. But he wasn't showing off; he wasn't even making
ripples.
r remember being up at his house near the middle of September,
talking about his new project, a movie. Allen wanted to film a short
clip in which he imagines himself a fly stuck to a spider's web. The
cocaine he'd brought: out was soft and snowy, powdery and cool,
and he was loose and very open. He said that he felt like he was
being drawn into the spider's web, and that any struggle only entangled
him 11l0re.He was tired, strained by the sudden rush of attention,
r told him. He didn't answer, but went to the piano and played part
of Tlie Warrior, and said that he had a feeling it would be his final
work.
r didn't: see him for a long time.
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Complications and other business kept me away from the West
for almost a year. I'd been bouncing from one end of the Atlantic
coast to another like I was a kid on a pogo stick. It was through,
my work in the East, and I was relaxing at: home when I received a
call from Allen. I-Ie said the movie was finished and he'd written
some music for it, and hoped that it could be performed soon. He
asked me if I would arrange a performance. I said "Yes, of course,"
and we scheduled it for the end of October. He told me that he wanted
it to be a surprise, so no onc-e-press, critics, not even I~could see
it.
The press build-up was fantastic. Critics were waiting in line
alongside the kids, eager to snatch up the limit of four tickets per
person. Allen was nowhere to be found. Reporters scoured every
haunt they knew of for some advance revelations, but Allen had dis-
appeared.
That Friday in Concord was exciting. The radio stations had
received permission to broadcast; the T.V. crews, anticipating an-
other Pt. Reyes, had dispatched cameras inside and outside the
auditorium. On the street the police tensely waited for the crowds
to gather. Inside, Allen joked, saying he hoped the roof blew off and
everyone inside and out could see the movie and hear the music.
We talked little. He was busy making sure that every screen,
every projector, every amplifier and speaker was placed just right.
I was worrying about the crowd gathered outside and the fire
marshal's threats that the show would be cancelled if the aisles
weren't kept clear.
At eight o'clock I walked on stage and introduced Allen. He
went to the piano and opened with a soft set of his more beautiful
songs. They were, of course, tight and flawless; but the crowd, a
bit restless, was anxious for the new music.
After an hour he took a break and everyone buzzed, "This must
be it coming." Soon Allen walked out on the stage to a single micro-
phone in the middle. He waited while the crowd quieted down; and
then, when the auditorium was silent, he directed their eyes to the
screens along the walls. His movie, The Spider Web, was black and
white, stark and very tense. It put the viewer in the place of the fly
and showed the spider slowly creeping along the sparkling threads
toward its kill. Anxiety went up; the perspiration told on everyone's
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forehead. Then, as mysteriously as it began, it ended-the spider not
quite to the victim, the moment of death not quite arrived.
Without words the music began, at first very solemn, slowly
rising and weaving as the film had. It was a long song, intricate in
design, but always building in tempo and spirit. By the end they were
dancing. No longer afraid like the fly, they were celebrating; they
were alive and excited. And that's how he left them, ending the
song in a frenzied crash.
Immediately after the show, Allen was gone. He wasn't found
until three days later. Dead of course, his strength taken out of him,
his lifeless body a cold shell.
I'm sure he realized he was dying, and wanted to finish on the
same note his song did, one of jubilance, one of happiness:
The candle which lights our way
And brightens 'gainst the grey
is flickering
burning low
confusing now our path to go
but i'm sure you who see the truth
have pity on us





streets are lonely at one o'clock a.m.
so i turned a corner and waited until you
peered in the window HI.
a drink in an apartment and we laughed
you liked bach i liked soc hops
i'm just a big kid and we laughed again.
you don't seem like a teacher or i like a sweeper salesman
and we made fun of that for five minutes.
it was time for me to go. no don't. so i didn't.
until the next morning.
people are crazy.
you told me good-bye during the night.
i already missed you. that's what i get for being
a sentimentalist.
a teacher. unbelievable.
i never had an)' like you.
next week rolled around and my mind was sound again.
decisions i made proved i was a "little kid" and we
argued. . . (i like little kids) . . . bu t just for fun.
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tonight was different. i wished the light had
been turned off sooner. too much light affects
me and detects a wrongness in my lying
"little kid" image. i'm through lying. the little
kid is dying. now is adultness and uninnocence.
loneliness develops a thinking process.
lives are lonely at one o'clock a.m,
so i turned a corner and waited until you
peered in the window ... GOOD-BYE.
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A WAR WITHIN A WAR"
Janne Ketrow
Jim slept fitfully, interrnittentl y calling out. He sifted through
the diverse reality of his d reams, seeking one to key his return to
awareness. A vision of a glowing candle recurred. Uncomfortable,
he sensed in his periphery a jar descending to snuff the taper's life.
Urgency engulfed him. Pain overwhelmed him.
"Get moving, maggot!" The D. 1. never neglected an opportunity
to generate enthusiasm for the trainees' duties. A well-placed kick
often produced not only enthusiasm but also esteem for the sergeant
and his practiced methods. The obstacle course would finish their
usual twenty-hour day. The ten-mile run, including various traps,
mines and obstacles made with full sixty-pound packs, would deter-
mine next week those qualified of the forty Ranger trainees.
Jim had completed basic training with several honors and the
rank of Private First Class. Most of his buddies only attained the
status of private. Advanced infantry training placed him second in
his class with an offer to attend Officers Training School. Declining
because of the extra time required, Jim elected to become a non-
commissioned officer. He even became the champion boxer of his
division, as though training to fight in a war was insufficient. It
seemed an invisible force was pushing him to a peak of physical
condition to meet an unknown enemy.
The United States army shipped their new sergeant to Viet Naill
where he j oinedRanger training. Jim's correspondence reflected his
sense of accomplishment but also his loneliness. Frequent letters from
his family mirrored their pride, love, and great concern. Mediocrity
and mild delinquency in high school and his first year in college
were replaced by the achievements in physical and military training.
The waves of pain receded, leaving throbbing aches. The jar
withdrew, and the clark beyond the ring of light thrown by the candle
brightened. Fuzzy shapes appeared and then carne into focus. Females
and males clad in antiseptic white retreated, carrying syringes and
oxygen equipment. Burning pain raced through his body and localized
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in the left side of his back, chest and arm. Another war had initiated
its cycle. Pneumonia, shock, and infection, the recognized foes, ad-
vanced.
Six of forty completed the ten-mile run. Jim finished first in
time comparison, and watched as his best buddy crawled the last
half mile in an agonizing attempt to become a ranger. Of course, only
those who finished upright and under the time limit would surpass
the mundane life of the "grunt" (infantrymen of the lowest rank).
The first mission was completed without casualty. Five or six
men formed a team. The team-leader co-ordinated their specialties
and tested the team members explicitly. Their lives depended on a
deep faith, ability and intent. Jim wrote several times of fear, close
calls, and the satisfaction of performing adequately. He also wrote
of death, homesickness, and the girl he left behind. To his older sister
he wrote about minor wounds received in action and his inner beliefs
of the immorality of this civil war (police action), trusting her not
to worry the family with his insecurities. He needed someone to
confide in and to reassure him in the choices he made. He wanted pro-
tection from the fears of mortality and humanity. Always he experi-
enced fear. The few people he could trust with his life and emotions
dwindled in direct proportion to augmented paranoia.
"Ketrow, wake up!" The nurse gently shook him awake to take
his temperature. The therapy facilities at Valley Forge helped him
regain 70 per cent usage of his left lung and nearly full mobility in
his left arm and shoulder, but the scar tissue in his back and chest
was deep, restricting his mobility and self-image. Pneumonia and a
thrice-collapsed lung would never allow Jim to attain his former
athletic proficiency.
This mission into Cambodia was exceedingly important to the
success of the entire Cambodian campaign. The exhausted team
rested in a tiny clearing in the ebony day of the canopy jungle, not
even daring to heat their food. Sometimes the Viet Cong could track
by virtue of smell alone, trailing by scent as a dog could. Jim sat
with his back to a tree, eyes closed, knowing that respite from the now
three-dav-long search-and-kill will be brief. A safety cleared-SNICK.
Frantically his body j limped and rolled, before his mind perceived the
---- - ----~~~~------------~----~~~--------------------------------
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sound of an AK·47 automatic following him. Pounded twice by shots
through his back, coughing blood, he managed to fire in support of
his team members. His buddies dragged him to the chopper they had
finally raised by radio. As the medics strapped him down, con-
sciousness retreated.
THE GAME IS OVER*
Craig A. Anderson
The little boy heard his father come in from work and hurried
to finish the page of fractions. Homework can be a bore for an
eleven-year-old boy, but he didn't really mind; it was part of the
game. That task completed, he took off in search of his father. Cautio
ously creeping through the hallway, he became the hunter: his father
was the hunted. "There he is!" With an exuberant cry the little boy
attacked and landed amid a tangled mass of newspaper. Laughing,
he looked up to his father and asked if he could go to a Halloween
party the next day. Father started to grumble, which meant no to
the little boy, but then he reversed his decision and nodded in assent.
"Make your own costume," he added, but the boy had already
bounded away gathering crayons, scissors, and assorted papers and
sacks. It soon became a father and son project, with Father grumbling
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as he always did when asked to help his son, and with son enthusiasti-
cally directing the efforts to make a monster suit. Mother often
worried about the two of them; they were constantly at each other's
throats. But she need not have worried, for secretly they smiled at
each other; they knew it was all part of the game of love and of life.
Streaming through the open curtains, sunlight danced across the
little boy's face. . He awoke with a start, not wanting to miss the
school bus on Halloween. Father was just leaving for work, and the
boy waved as he drove away. Armed with books, lunch box, and
costume, he left for school, singing to himself.
"Good morning, Earl," the little boy called as he boarded the
bus. Smiling, the driver agreed that it was indeed a beautiful morn-
ing. The little boy sat beside his best friend, Ricky, his voice rising
in confusion with a dozen others as each tried to show off his costume.
At each stop the noise grew louder; the new passengers added their
voices to the near hysteria that already prevailed on that happy
holiday.
The sight of the two demolished cars at the intersection quickly
sobered the mood. Horror gripped all; the little boy was panic-
stricken. Painfully, grim reality blanketed him. Every part of him
was insulated from the outer world except his eyes. "That's Father's
car," he murmured. The green station wagon was upside-down in
the road, the windshield smashed, the rest of the windows gone.
The driver's side was nothing but a scar, and the door had been
punched past the steering wheel. The ambulance apparently had
already come and gone. Slowly, the bus rounded the corner and
continued to school.
The little boy was puzzled. "Why is Brother crying? Why is
everyone staring? Don't they know the rules? This is a game, but
they're not playing right." Panic was still rising in the little boy as he
mounted the stairs to his classroom. His mind was a Iog, and he
couldn't understand what was happening. A half-hour passed. To
the little boy it could have been a minute or a year.
"Your uncle is in the hall to see you." His teacher softly led him
to the door. The little boy's uncle explained the accident as best he
could and left silently.
"It's not fair," complained the boy. "It's not part of the game."




























There was silence on the outside; but on the inside, dreams and
images swirled and reeled and sometimes hung in shimmering scarves
about the sleeper in sweet subconsciousness.
On the outside, the snow floated like powered down on the
comparatively heavy air. The street lights made it glisten with an
ethereal sparkle-something appropriate to the tinsel of the season.
And the ice on the limbs of the trees shone like Christmas garlands
gazed on in a haze. The winter was deadly cold, but still and beauti-
ful.
On the inside, the boy lay on the long tongue of the sofa-bed in
covered comfort. The armrests were outstretched on either side in
an attempt to encircle him and shield him from the cold of the outside.
He was sleeping in a room that opened directly into the living
room, and the lights were out so he might continue to sleep a while
longer-all lights save the quiet glow of the Christmas tree. In its
electric shadow, two men sat in strained, upright positions. They
were uncomfortable and businesslike-it was a bad business that
brought them here tonight. There was a pitiful woman sitting with
them; the Christmas tree made her feel lonely as she talked of ar-
rangements with one of the men and spoke of God with the other.
Her sob-shaken voice partially aroused the boy and he smelled the
pleasant morning smell of coffee. The air vibrated strangely as he
stirred.
The mourning woman was aware of him with the vagueness and
clarities of a dream. She arose and drifted to him in his beel without
actually knowing it; she was struggling with her motherhood and
gave in to the oomplexity-c-thc best way was to be simpl y direct.
The day was so long and it was not yet dawn. She took in a
deep breath, steadied herself like a sharpshooter and aimed a kiss
at the semi-conscious forehead of the boy. Her breath was as hot
and wet as melting wax.
"Father has died," she lamented, almost to herself (she did not
choose her words). The boy turned over face down into the incredi-





Even the few times I was granted the role of nurse, I was for-
bidden to enter the fort. It was off-limits, a sacred place never to be
defiled by the presence of a girl.
I argued that the wounded ought to be carried within, out of the
line of fire. My pleas were always in vain and were usually greeted
by such comments as, "Either you treat us on the field or you don't
treat us at all!" or "Who asked her to play, anyway? We don't need
any nurse."
This was very close to being the truth. My patients were all
too eager to be shot and then dramatically collapse and roll down a
hill with long cries of agony. However, their injuries were usually
not grave enough to prevent them from firing back at whoever had
shot them, and they even maintained enough strength to argue the
accuracy of the shot.
When I rushed eagerly to mend a fallen soldier, I found that my
treatment was often unwanted.
"Get away from me, Carol!"
"But you just got shot!"
"Yeah, I know. Well, I ... I died."
"Then you can't play anymore!"
"Yes, I can! I'm a different soldier now!"
Irrefutable logic of this kind always caused me to break down in
tears of frustration. I would invariably sulk back to the house
amidst taunts of, "Baby! You can't even play a game without cry-
ing!", "We didn't want you, anyway!", and then the worst one of all,
"Go play with your dolls!"
I often did return to my dolls but only to sit and glare at them
and bemoan the cruel fate which had sentenced me to being born a
girl.
The next day would be the same. I would ask to play, they would
refuse with cries of disgust, and my mother would intercede in my be-
half with, "Oh, Carol can play, can't she? She just wants to be the
J1urse."
Actually, that was not the case at all. My dearest wish was to be
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a soldier like the others, but I knew far better than to suggest that.
With my mother's assistance, I usually won my position as nurse
amid grumblings of protest. among l11ybroth'~r and his comrades in
arms. They quickly humbled my victory by reminding me that I
was only a "dumb nurse" and was to stay out of the way. They also
cruelly reminded me that I could never be shot. This matter had
come up after a particular incident. I had long admired the dramatic
death scenes performed by my brother and his friends and had longed
to display my own dramatic abilities, so once while running across
the field to one of the wounded, I suddenly let out a bloodcurdling
scream, and clutching my breast, staggered a few steps and fell to the
ground. I rolled and writhed, and then, with a last gasp, I died. I
kept my eyes closed for a few seconds for the effect and then opened
them, anticipating perhaps a round of applause. Instead, I opened
my eyes to find myself encircled by my brother and his friends, all
with expressions of complete disgust. I got up slowly and smiled
weakly. My brother glared at me and announced, "Nurses don't get
shot. Don't do that. again."
Fighting back tears, I ran into the house. It was a few days before
I ventured to join the war again.
Regarding my most hated restriction, I had never seriously con-
templated entering the fort. My brother had absolutely refused me
permission to explore the mysteries of their coveted citadel and had
also promised horrifying booby traps if I ever went near their fort.
He refused to answer my questions as to their nature but only smiled
demonically and repeated his warnings to stay away.
I pleaded with my mother to force my brother to open the fort
to me. She betrayed me by siding with him. She explained sooth-
ingly that my brother had built it, and it was his right if he decided
that it should be off limits to me. I rebelled, but it was painfully
useless.
I finally agreed, and consented to keep my distance from the
fort. Meanwhile, I entertained devious thoughts of subversion. I was
certain that my brother's threats of booby traps were fictitious. I
tried to appear as disinterested as possible in the fort and even ceased
my endless requests to join the wars.
I awoke one morning knowing it was the day. All during break-
fast, I ate silently with a sly, knowing smile. I dressed, and confiding
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in my dog, I told him my intentions and asked him to accompany me.
He listened passively and then trotted away, apparently not wishing
to have anything to do with such a daring scheme.
I left the house and headed towards the far corner of the yard.
The fort was encircled by huge logs, reminders of the great cherry
tree which had been judged to be too dangerously close to the house
and had been cruelly cut down. Looming behind the logs were wooden
planks nailed together to function as walls, decorated by the tradi-
tional greeting, "Keep Out!"
I approached the fort warily, any minute expecting a regiment
of trained rats or snakes to confront and attack me, or a poisonous gas
to billow out and envelop and suffocate me.
What actually happened was a bit less dramatic than my night-
marish anticipations. I had no sooner crawled over the first log
than something hard and heavy came crashing down on my head,
knocking me to the ground. I screamed in terror and closed my eyes,
awaiting the next dastardly blow of the booby trap. Apparently,
that was all there was to it. I opened my tear-filled eyes and recognized
my attacker as the old two-man dirt sifter which my father had long
ago put out for the trash men. It had been suspended diagonally
above from the branch of a tree and, somehow, I had tripped it.
With a great amount of effort, I pushed it aside and raised my-
self up to see my mother running towards me with an intense look
of alarm. She realized all too quickly what had happened, and I
realized that both my brother and myself were in a great deal of
trouble. Her first concern was for my injuries. She led me inside and
planted an ice bag on my head in a futile attempt to stop the swelling
of a vicious lump.
She said nothing as she washed my cuts and scratches except to
make a motherly inquiry as to the condition of the rest of my body.
I assured her tearfully that I was "o.k."
When my brother returned from school and gathered what: had
happened, he yelled at me, displaying a vocabulary far beyond his
years.
My mother quickly cut him off with the sole comment, "She's
not the only one in trouble, young man."
He cringed and retreated to his room. We both awaited the
return of my father with a sickening feeling of dread.
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When he did come home, he entered the door cheerfully and
gave my mother the traditional homecoming kiss and the customary
question of, "Well, what's new today?" My mother pursed her lips
and nodded in my direction. He took in my reddened eyes and leaking
ice hag and frowned. The frown never left his face while Mother
recounted the day's events.
He announced softly, "Let's eat first and discuss this after
dinner."
It was an uncomfortable, silent dinner to say the least. After-
wards, I began to clear away the dishes dutifully, the first time to
do so without being asked.
My father pulled his seat back from the table and said, "Carol,
come back and sit down. That can be done later."
I winced and sat down again, staring at the cold, congealed food
left on my plate.
My father addressed himself to my brother first and said sternly,
"Do you know that you could have very seriously injured your sister
today?"
My brother bit his lip and stared at the table, remaining silent.
Then addressing himself to me, he said, "And Carol, you know
you had strict instructions to stay away from the fort."
I nodded and felt my eyes filling with tears.
He sighed with a great tiredness and then solemnly delivered
his verdict.
"This Saturday will be spent tearing down the fort and carting
away the logs."
My brother looked up in horror, but on seeing the seriousness
of my father's expression, he remained silent and glared steadfastly
at me. I looked away.
My father then added, "I'm very disappointed in both of you."
He rose and left the kitchen, leaving my brother, myself and my
mother, who had no words of sympathy for either of us.
That Saturday was terrible. The destruction of the fort was
carried out in the manner of a funeral with all of the neighborhood
boys gathered in silent mourning, regarding me resentfully.
Along with the fort's destruction came a strange, abrupt ending
to the war games. The fort was never referred to again, and I never





J reach for The rainbowand startle the source by pulling
the petals of color, one by one-oul-
and spread them like a sheet.
rainbows are from an unbelievable country
and i've found a trace of substance
in This lonely crying world. replace
the rainbow with a petrified cloud
and lie timidly on this sod.
a petal of cornflower/a petal of bittersweet
stemmed together for as long as possible.
for how long is possible?
the cloud is our mountain of ivory
to do with as we wish
to love as we want to love
to live a way our life appreciates







Every hand in the class shot up and waved around in a frenzy.
"All right," said Father Sheets. "Now, everyone who does not
believe that God can make a square circle, raise your hands." This
second question was answered by a wave of repressed giggling.
Really, now! we thought. After all, this was a parochial school.
Everyone in the second grade was almost ready to be confirmed; everz-
one knew that God could do anything-how simple can you get r
There was a wonderful effervescence in the air, and the whole class
bubbled with the assurance of a predetermined success.
Father Sheets ended the farce. "Then, we all agree that God
can make a square circle, right?"
"Pl·aht I" h d fif .\. b . we ec oe , I ty voices strong.
"Wrong!" said Father Sheets. "There is no such thing as a
square circle; God could not possibly make something that doesn't
exist." A leering malicious sort of smile had invaded his face, and he
reminded me of how my brother looked when he went out with his
magnifying glass to burn ants. I was crushed. God had always been
a father image to me, a great, cosmic Steve MacMurray who could do
absolutely anything. Now, in his place, there was Father Sheets, a
smirk in a sea of dead faces. Was nothing sacred?
I became the world's youno-est reliaious derelict. For a while I
b b
was like a ship without a rudder, floundering into shattered ideal after
shattered ideal. Then, in the winter of my discontent, I was saved
(please excuse my entire second grade class as we await the sound of
bugles and an opportunistic last-minute charge by the cavalry). Sister
Irma Rose, our former teacher, had returned from her trip to
Ireland. What a sweet old nun she was! There was laughter in her
eyes when she smiled and said, Oh, she supposed God could manage
to do anything if he really wanted to. She was a wonderful woman.
I remember her telling us the happiest stories about how Saint Peter
stood by the Pearly Gates and was so kind-hearted that he would
usually just wink and let half of the people who were supposed to go
to Purgatory sneak in. God would smile because he realized that
Saint Peter was just a "softie" at heart, and besides, a couple of souls
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here and there didn't matter all that much anyway.
But Sister Irma Rose had to stay hack in the second grade a
couple of years while we went on. Soon we were playing new games
entirely different from the ever popular "God Really Can't Do Every-
thing," although, in a sense, of the same order. In the fifth grade we
started playing "The Bible is Didactic," and by high school we had
become adept at "Is the Church Relevant?" By my sophomore year we
had finally gotten around to playing "So You Want 1:0 Know about
S-E-X." My senior year we had become so good at playing games that
we started inventing some of our own. Such diversions as "I've Taken
Up Raj a Yoga," and "Guess What? I'm Pregnant!" continued to
amaze and delight our teachers. Yes, those were the days of my
childhood-one game after another. At that time, believe it or not, I
thought it was funny.
Somehow, though, I managed to grow up in spite of my child-
hood. At times, if I try very hard, I don't even play games. Even as
I write this, I realize that I have become just as twisted as the worst
of my religion teachers. I am able to realize that, just as they had
approached me, laughing at my ignorance, I am now laughing at the
ignorance of their approach; my weakness is that I am not strong
<enough to prevent myself. By all rights the situation is hilarious,
but I doubt if either myself or Father Sheets will ever laugh about it.
I look back and remember the sparkle in Sister Irma Rose's eyes and
wish she could have taught us that. Of all of us, only Sister Irma
Rose laughed.
And I don't think she even played games. ~
The Killing~·
Mar Miller
The wind caught the red and gold leaves of the trees in the forest
and flung them about, as though to pry them prematurely from
their temporary homes. It was a wild October day, the sun shining
coldly on the earth and white wisps of clouds racing frantically
across the sky.
He wanted to go out and walk through the falling leaves and
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asked if I would like to come, too. When he came by my cabin to
pick me up, though, I realized that it was to be no simple walk, for he
cradled a small rifle in the crook of his arm. I wondered at this. I
knew that he often practiced on such things as wine bottles and beer
cans, blowing them quickly into oblivion, but I felt that we were not
going anywhere that would provide him with such a target.
My depression deepened as he began to cast upward glances into
the thrashing branches. He paused at any tiny flicker of movement
among the limbs and visually searched the entire tree to assure him-
self that no tiny animal leapt along the bark, for he was squirrel
hunting.
I was shoeked; I had told him many times how I loved animals
and how I had raised wild babies when I found their mothers killed
by a hunter's gun or crushed alongside a road. He knew of my own
special pet squirrel, raised from the day I had found him with one
leg hanging bloody and loose from his body, dragging a broken
arrow behind. I could not imagine his motive for asking me to come,
as he knew how strongly I felt, until I realized that it would have made
no difference whether I was there or not. He would have gone hunt-
ing anyway, and the turning of my head would have brought about no
change. I would have been just as guilty as he by ignoring the act,
for then I would be apathetically accepting his actions. I felt it was
neeessary for me to speak to him-to tell him that I understood the
lesson he wanted to teach me and to once more explain my point of
view. I wanted him to understand that, to me, he was terribly wrong
in what he was about to do.
As I turned to him to show him how I felt, he stiffened,
jerked the gun to his shoulder, and aimed at a furry, red-brown body
high in an old oak nearby. He had a dear view, for the wind had
subsided and was now a gentle breeze lightly coaxing the leaves to
fall. I began to reach for the long, smooth barrel to pull it down when
he squeezed the trigger gently and the forest exploded with the sound
and smell of a rifle shot.
There was a minute, shrill scream of terror as the tiny body fell
to the brightly colored leaves below. I realized that the scream came
from me when he turned and gave me a bitter smile.
"You'll see," he said. "There are so many of those beasts traips-
ina throuah the forest that someone has to cut down on the popula-b .. b
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tion. Otherwise, they'll overrun the place and starve to death when
the food runs out. You'll see, I'm right." And he began to walk
toward a grove of maples as the wind rose again.
My eyes were still fixed in horror al: the place where the squirrel
had hit the ground. As he left, I saw the fragile bundle of fur move,
and I ran toward it, hoping he had only been stunned. But no; a
small hole ringed with blood had penetrated his fur close to his heart.
His eyes were focused in terror on mine, and his tiny claws scrabbled
uselessly on the gold and red, his own blood brighter than the red
of the leaves. As I bent to touch him, he tried painfully to pull away
from my hand; and with that last fighting act of fear he died.
"No, I won't see! I don't see," 1 screamed silently at the re-
treating figure of the man who had just left me. "I won't allow you to
justify what you've done by saying that you are eliminating a
potential cause of over-population. You cannot even rectify your
actions by saying that what you did caused the animal no pain, for he
has lived to suffer and experience the terror that man has created.
"No, it is you who are blind! You speak of the famine and
disease that will spread when a species of animals becomes too pro-
lific, bu t you forget one major issue; you are a member of the race
that has proceeded to carry out all the deeds you say you are elim-
inating in the forest. You have allowed man to over-populate the
world. You have not helped in compensating for the growing number
of mouths to feed, and as a result famine has even reached parts
of the great United States of America. By crowding hordes of
humanity together in huge slums, you have provided a breeding
ground for any disease that chooses to annihilate those people. Yalt
are wrong; yOlt are to blame; Y0lt are the evil one."
The wind was once again tearing at the leaves and branches of
the trees, and a steady downpour of dark red leaves fell from the
old oak. Above the roar of the wind 1 heard a rifle shot, then another
and another; and 1 began to run toward the sounds to stop him,
to tell him, to warn him that what he was doing was wrong. Then
I stopped, for I realized that I had no right to scream those truths at
him. I was just as much a member of that corrupt and evil human
race as he. 1 had discovered something that was wrong with my race
and had done nothing to bring an end to the problems. I knew then





My Friend and 1*
Amy Isenhower
Mr. Hartman sits JTl his tiny warm kitchen III his tiny, warm,
yellow house. Lonely, he gazes out of his tired eyes and through
his window to the small backyard which is surrounded by an old wire
fence. The grass is overgrown and shabby like Mr. Hartman and his
house.
It is one of those cool, cloudy afternoons that are nice for stay-
ing inside. I, sitting in my small bedroom at my green linoleum
table, feel a need for. company, not the silly laughing company of my
playmates at the end of the block, but for warm quiet company. Put-
ting on my shoes and pulling my white anklets up so that the
embroidered boats are inside-out, I trip down the stairs, fly out the
door and leave it wide open in my usual haphazard manner. I walk
briskly down the gray pavement leading from my house, being care-
ful not to step on the cracks, onto the sidewalk, and down the walk
leading to my neighbor's house. I knock On the door. I knock again,
impatiently.
"Who is it?"
"It's Amy, Mr. Hartman!"
"Come in. The door is open!"
As the door closes slowly, I sniff the warm familiar odor that
brings back memories of many happy afternoons. Swelling with a
sense of security, I walk across the dull gray tile to Illy pal sitting at
his table in the corner. As our eyes meet, his wrinkled face changes.
Light shines in his eyes, peeking through folds of wrinkles. The
deep lines in his face curve upward. His large elephant ears pull
back. The cracked lips form a faint smile. I pull a chair up to the
table and sit in anticipation for what I know will happen next. Mr.
Hartman rises slow ly and asks, "Hungry?"
"Yes!"
He walks over to the cabinet above the sink, opens it, and takes
out two small cut-glass dishes, one filled with peanuts, the other with
good sharp cheese. Sitting down at the table, we talk about little
unirnportant things, as I munch on the cheese and peanuts. I tell Mr.
Hartman about the new family moving in down the block, what
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happened on "Popeye" this morning and of my recent trip to the
beach. He sits and nods, smiling. Mr. Hartman has nothing to tell
me about his days. They are all the same. He eats and sleeps and
shaves and takes baths. Occasionally he walks to the store for groceries
and always for cheese and peanuts for a special friend who breaks
the boredom of his day, who smiles, and who reminds him of another
world long past.
My Mr. Hartman is not well. Loneliness and many years have
changed my friendly old pal. I do not know this now, but when I
am much older, my mother will tell me that Mr. Hartman is very
afraid. He believes that all his friends have turned against him, all
but a special little girl whom he loves very much. He tells my mother
of his fear, and when a little boy across the street drives the car of
his parents into the front of the warm yellow house, Mr. Hartma~)
sinks deeper into his delusions. When he is alone, he sits at lJls
kitchen table and wonders why they are trying to kill him. When
his friend sits across from him, however, he is not the same man. Be
grins, he smiles, he laughs, he chuckles, and he gives a little girl a
warm happy feeling.
One day Mr. Hartman is shavinz in his tiny bathroom. Be nicks
b h'himself with his razor. He jumps. He falls back. Directly behind irn
is his bathtub of hard cold porcelain.
My mother sits down with me and gently tells me, "Mr. Bartman
was very old, Amy. He was not happy. He was alone."
I know better. He was happy. He smiled. He gave me cheese and
peanuts, and he was my friend. I feel strange inside my stomach.
I feel empty. I do not cry. I do not understand. Mother gives me
some rnedicim, for my stomach ache, and I run outside, leaving the
do~r open. I run down the gray pavement leading from my house,




"Oh, my God! That child!" Iny mother cried out in an alien
voice quivering with the vibrato of absolute horror. Wholly without
warning, almost abreast of us in the adjacent lane, a small child
darted from a line of parked vehicles, falling beneath the wheels of
an oncoming car.
My mother was driving me to my weekly piano lesson. Lost in
some Bach prelude, I saw none of the tragedy erupting about me. My
mother's cry penetrated my polyphonic reverie instantaneously; the
urgency in her voice, however, confused me. 1 thought that we had
struck the child. But the circle forming in the other lane, the nurse
springing from the car ahead, the serviceman fighting his way through
the crowd soon explained. As if the crowd sensed the presence of the
Angel of Death, a forcibly hushed silence hung over the street.
Only then could I see her-a small heap lying in a puddle of
blood, very still, very silent. Vaguely I remember the nurse giving
orders and people gliding into their homes like ghosts fearful of at-
tracting the attention of the living. A blanket-I remember that one of
the returning ghosts handed me a blanket 'which I, equally ghostlike,
handed to the nurse who was treating the child for shock. Kneeling
there in the blood, the serviceman lifted the little girl's head ever so
slightly in preparation for mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. The entire
back of her head was a crimson mass; blood was slowly but steadily
creeping through her pale hair, absorbing the straw-like hue in its
virulent blush. And the puddle in the street kept growing.
Suddenly I grew conscious of the people in this ghastly land-
scape. Not the crowd-it was an indivisible mass, one whole with no
unique, identifiable parts. I became aware of the people who were
one with the tragedy-the child's mother and the boy who had been
driving the car that had struck the girl. Only minutes had passed since
the child had been injured, though time applies to the accident only
in retrospect. Time, a creation of man for ticking off the moments of
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his existence, ceased to function in a situation so pervaded by an in-
human sense of the threadlike division between life and death.
Gradually I became aware of the mother's anguished screams and her
frustrated hysteria as an ann of the crowd reached out and held her
away from her child, whose life ebbed out onto the dirty pavement.
Her incoherent moans blended subtly into the banshee wail of the
approaching ambulance.
Only then did I notice the boy who stood quietly with the police.
Although he was twenty years old, according to the next day's news-
paper story, I hac! seen him often in the high school's halls. An ex-
tremely quiet boy, rather odd and a little shabby he had always
seemed to me. He had been driving only twenty miles an hour, which
somehow seemed very typical and very sad, though the child would
surely be dead had he been driving any faster. Oddly enough, he
seemed like a lainist priest (though I am certain he has never heard
of the Jains ) , trying with a real and conscious effort not to injure
any living thing. It seemed so totally cruel of some malign fate to
urge the child under his wheels. Of course no legal action was taken
against him-the paper, the next day, put it this way: "The witnesses
agreed that he could not possibly have stopped in time nor have done
anything more to avert striking the child." When I saw him in the
halls the following weeks, I knew that I should speak, but I hurried
by, ashamed and very, very sorry.
Many days and tears passed before I could cope with the
memory of that day. I could not-do not even now-understand why
that child had to suffer what she did. Beyond the shock of my
first brush with death lay the overwhelming sense of injustice. The
child was so innocent: to strike her down before she even knew
what life was, before she could develop whatever talents lay dormant
within her, seemed cruel beyond intelligibility. If there had been some
compelling reason why she should be condemned to live with a
seriously damaged mind. . . But what reason can there be for the
near destruction of a child who knows neither how to hurt nor destroy?
And what about the boy? How could he forget the inevitable
feeling of guilt, of responsibility, for an accident in no way his fault?
There is nothing of justice in the murderous fates pinning their guilt
onto him.
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How can this be natural justice when it preserves no balance of
nature; divine justice when it punishes no evil; human justice when
no human intent was involved '? How, then, can it be termed [u.st at
all? The only comfort to be drawn from the incident at all is, per-
haps, the sense of dependability thaI: springs from the knowledge
that the infringement of a certain physical law inevitably results
in a particular consequence. And what comfort is there in that for







your crew's courage begun to bend
every question to the lookout
asks 'any nearer to the end?'
each voyager whispers prayers
regretting every sin
eyes clutched upon the water
afraid of touching end
the sea-which rolls so lonely-
once cradled them as friend
before this foolish sailing
brought them nearer to the end
Columbus mighty sailor
soon o'er the edge you shall descend
and as you fall, you still won't know
if you were any nearer to the end.
rocket song number one
yes friend,
i too have thrown stones at that night
and wished to put a hole in that black sky
but my stones, so furiously thrown,
have always come down,
and brought me back to earth with them
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many of us
have thrown ourselves against that heaven
without an answer
save the splashing of a stone
we have run all the adventures
won all the games, broken every ribbon record
collected all the prizes
and kindly thanked the judges
and still
our stones splash back to this arena
so tired of the turning
tomorrow it will be broken
those centuries of futile stone throwing will be ended
tomorrow there will be no splash
no come-down,
the law which has always bound us will be gone
the truth which has handcuffed us will die
and we shall replace it with a rocket song
rocket song number two
a rocket rushing
beyond the clouds to cloudless space
earth, little sphere of blue
growing smaller, in short minutes
imust say good-bye
new universe
your lights sparkle against your evening
like a chandelier i've seen
her candle softly wavering
a glimmer from behind a tear
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rocket song number three
take it slow old turtle
and may we meet again in deep green sea
when time remembered and time forgot
are just a sleeper's reverie
good-bye my earth
confused by dreams not yet come fertile
may we meet 'neath sunny skies
upon this gnarled old turtle
rocket song number four
tonight there are a million stars
reflected on the sea
and a million eyes look outward to the stars
and just now it seems to me
their blinking is just looking back
to see that all goes well
on this their fellow wanderer
companion through the nights
rocket song number five
sing mercury fireball
raise high your smoldering voices
for now we join the universe
and every star rejoices
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sing soft your gentle songs
blue venus, bloody mars
the mother chord is broken
the path open to the stars
move swift your voice to praise me
jupiter great giant of the night
i pass you as a comet
afire with sparks of light
turn cautiously old warrior
saturn fat belt around your side
soon i say good-bye to you
and Titan your tiny bride
and yes my cold friend Uranus
i leave you to turn in shadowed sky
while i'm away, your path don't stray
and memory stay bright while i pass by
neptune, pluto dark friends of night
i pass beyond your sentinel watch
now to the galaxy
my hands extend to touch
rocket song number six
the empty,
space is my only friend
in this
my trek to find the end
the life,
wavering as light behind a flame
is more
than canvas without frame
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the sunlight,
cold surrounded by the night
is more
than shallow breathing 'gainst twilight
the heaven,
the question still deep in waters dark
is more
than answers from the heart
rocket song number seven
so m.any seeds scattered on the land
so many seeds blown across the waters
so many soils to nourish every seed
so many suns to give each seed a separate smile
so many winds to bring the seed to fruit
so many hands bent down to love the seed
and life around revolves
the final rocket song
the tune goes beyond these walls of space
to all the sands and all the stars
and somewhere,
in spite of darkness
and shades of moon,
the children tumble gentle into heaven
their heads spinning with the tune
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epilogue-ancestor
where will you rest your head
oh tired man
beneath the stars you've reached to touch
upon the land you've learned to love
will you walk upon the meadow
under moon in misty night
will you sing upon the shores
of sands on other spheres
where will you rest your head
oh tired man
tomorrow calls your name




Tallow candle gives birth to flame in hate
Wax drips-ugly flame.
You're ugly! Does it hurt? Anything hurt in Hell?
Heaven of fleecy clouds and golden harps ...
Flame flickers ... lets me down and not easy either.
I whisper words of love-
I've extinguished my friend!
(through words of love?)
My tears drop through listless puffs of grey smoke
. . . her shroud.
I'm sorry?
Ummm. Clouds like in heaven .
. . . are they made of smoke?
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He Stood Her Up
Billie Seward
Jacki comfortably seated herself in the large blue armchair in
the living room. I'll just read a bit before John comes, she thought.
She had spent two hours that evening preparing for her "birthday
date." Her neatly made-up face and her shining blond hair showed
the care she had put into her preparation for the evening.
Beginning the third chapter of War and Peace, she glanced at the
clock. It was eight o'clock! A half-hour late! How could he be late
tonight, of all nights? Her clear gray eyes glared at the clock as she'
thought of all the things she would say to him when he came to pick
her up.
She practiced aloud. "You're really excited about this date, aren't
you, Mr. Cool? You think that just because you're a man, you can
make a girl wait forever for you and act like nothing happened. Well,
forget it, buddy." The more she thought about it, the angrier she
became.
Opening the book to continue reading, she decided that she would
wait and find out his excuse before she yelled at him. After all, she
rationalized, his car probably broke down, and he hasn't got any way
to call me. Convinced that this had happened, she began to concen-
trate once again on her book. .
At 9:07 the doorbell rang. Iacki jumped out of her chair, turning
her ankle on the chair's leg. Nevertheless, she quickly hobbled to
the door, glancing in the hall mirror as she passed it. She paused
before opening the door to catch her breath and finally opened it. Be-
fore her stood John's best friend, Rick, his clothes torn and his face
bleeding from a large cut above his right eyebrow.
"Hi, Rick. What happened to you? You look a wreck!"
"May I please come in?" his voice quivered. "I want to talk to
you for a minute." As he entered the house, tears began to stream
down his face.
Jacki noticed the tears, but didn't want to interfere with Rick's
private life. He and Candy had had a lot of trouhle lately, and Jacki
didn't want: to make him talk about it, but she thought she ought to
say something.
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"I know I might be being nosey, but if you want to talk about it,
I'll listen. Being a girl, I might be able to help."
Her innocence and sincerity were too much for Dick. He couldn't
hold it back any longer.
"Jacki, let's go in the room and sit down. I don't know how to
tell you any of this, but I have to do it."
Puzzled, she lowered herself into the same chair she had sat in
only a few minutes before. Her pretty face was expressionless, not
revealing the tension within her. '
"Jacki, you and John have a date tonight. But I'm afraid John
won't be able to make it. You see. . . John is. . . uh . Oh,
.Iacki, I don't know how to tell you this!"
"Tell me! What happened to him?" Her face was no longer
expressionless; it held the look of terror.
"John is dead."
J acki fell limp in the chair. I must have fallen asleep and have
been dreaming all of this, she told herself. Wake up, Jacki! Rick
reached over and touched her hand. I'm not dreaming! This is all
real!
She tried to talk, but the words wouldn't come from her lips.
Giving in to herself, she sat motionless until one tear after another
began to escape Irom the corners of her eyes and roll down her
cheeks.
He began to explain what had happened. "It was all a horrible
mistake. John called me from a filling station and said his car had
broken down. He asked me to come and pick him up because he
didn't want to be late in picking you up. I went and got him, and we
were driving along. All of a sudden my steering went out, and the
car slid off the road. We hit a fence. . . the fence was on John's
side. "
"You mean yon were driving? It was yonr fault!" Jaeki pictured
over and over again in her mind John lying dead in the car and Rick
walking away with a cut on his head.
"Get out, murderer! Get out!" she screamed and ran from the
room, not knowing where to go or what to do.
Rick sadl y walked from the house, leaving the door wide open
and j acki to her thoughts.
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She found security in her own room. Throwing herself onto the
bed, she tried to reason with herself. All this time I was mad at him
for being lale . . . so selfish . . . I was ready to tell him I
didn't even want to see him. . . Oh, God, why did you punish me
like this? What did I do to deserve this? . . . How can he be dead
-on my birthday!
She was alone-no one to comfort her. The clock struck 10:00
but she never heard it; she was completely absorbed in her thoughts.
All the beautiful times. . . the prom. . . the picnic. . . and
tonight . . . Oh, God, please don't Jet this he real. I love him!
How can our love end up like this? . . .
She turned her head to the side and saw John's face smiling
at her with a look of love and contentment. She reached over and
took his picture from her dresser and held it to her chest. She could
feel the warmth of the picture and pretended that the picture was
really him, but she knew that it was warm only because it had heen
sitting under her lamp on the dresser.
'When Iacki's parents carne home late that night, they had not
yet heard of John's death. \Valking inside the open door and climb-
ing the steps to Jacki' 5 room, they found her lying on her bed, her
ann hanging over the edge. And on the floor lay John's picture, the
glass cracked from the impact it had made as it had hit the floor.
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